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aging today: family caregiving & the older worker

Increasing numbers of older adults are involved in caregiving and financial support of their parents, 

spouses, adult children and grandchildren.  Many older adults today find that they need to continue to 

work in order to help family members financially, while others need flexibility in their work schedules to 

meet caregiving demands.  Some find that they need to cut back on their hours or retire prematurely in 

order to provide caregiving.
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Q:	 Has	there	been	an	increase	in	the	number	of	older	adults	with	eldercare	responsibilities	for	parents	and/	
or	spouses?			

A:	 Yes. Over the past 20 years there appears to have been a gradual, moderate increase in the involvement of older 
adults in elder care.  For example, in 1999, 44% of older adults reported informal caregiving responsibilities, 
compared to 36% in 1989. One in seven older workers has responsibility for both a child and an adult.

Q:	 Has	there	been	an	increase	in	the	extent	to	which	older	adults	are	involved	in	caregiving	and/or	financial	
support	for	their	children	and	grandchildren?		

A:	 Yes.	Over the past 10 years, there has been a gradual increase in involvement of older adults in caregiving and in 
financial responsibilities for children and grandchildren.

ππ Accordingπtoπaπ2004πAARPπsurvey,π“35%πofπBoomersπhaveπ
beenπorπareπresponsibleπforπtheπcareπofπtheirπelderlyπparent,π
upπnineπpointsπsinceπ1998.”1

ππ “Roughlyπ40%πofπinformalπcaregiversπofπadultsπageπ65+πwereπ
spousesπinπbothπ1989πandπ1999…Adultπchildrenπareπslightlyπ
moreπlikelyπtoπprovideπcareπthanπspouses.πAπslightlyπlargerπ
portionπofπinformalπcaregiversπareπadultπchildrenπtodayπthanπaπ
decadeπago—44%πinπ1999πandπ36%πinπ1989.”2

ππ “Olderπcaregiversπareπmoreπlikelyπtoπsayπtheyπhaveπbeenπ
providingπcareπforπ10πyearsπorπmoreπcomparedπtoπyoungerπ

ππ Aπ2002πreportπfromπTheπConferenceπBoardπfoundπthatπ
approximatelyπ23%πofπolderπworkersπcareπforπaπparent,π22%π
careπforπaπspouse,π21%πcareπforπaπschool-ageπchild,πandπ8%π
careπforπ‘another’π(includingπfinancialπresponsibilitiesπforπaπ
college-ageπchild).5

ππ Accordingπtoπaπ2005πPewπResearchπCenterπsurvey,π50%πofπ
allπBoomersπwereπraisingπoneπorπmoreπyoungπchildrenπand/
orπprovidingπprimaryπfinancialπsupportπtoπoneπorπmoreπadultπ
children.πAnotherπ17%πwhoseπonlyπchildrenπareπagesπ18π
andπolderπwereπprovidingπsomeπfinancialπassistanceπtoπatπ
leastπoneπsuchπchild,πInπaddition,πtwo-in-tenπBoomersπwereπ
providingπsomeπfinancialπassistanceπtoπaπparent.π6ππ

caregiversπ(17%πofπcaregiversπ50-64πyearsπandπ18%πofπ
caregiversπ65+πcomparedπtoπ9%πofπcaregiversπ18-34πyears).π
Theseπolderπcaregiversπtendπtoπbeπcaringπforπparentsπandπ
spouses,”πaccordingπtoπaπ2004πreportπfromπtheπNationalπ
AllianceπforπCaregiving.3

ππ πAccordingπtoπaπ2008πAARPπsurveyπofπolderπworkers,π“aboutπ
one-quarterπ(26%)πofπ45-74πyearπoldπworkersπcurrentlyπcareπ
forπoneπorπmoreπchildren,πandπnearlyπoneπinπfiveπ(18%)π
provideπcareπforπaπspouse.πOneπinπeveryπsevenπ(14%)πolderπ
workersπhasπresponsibilityπforπcaringπforπbothπaπchildπandπ
anπadult.”4
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ππ Aπ2008πstudyπfromπtheπSloanπCenterπonπAgingπ&πWorkπofπ
couplesπandπcareersπ“revealsπthatπoneπinπtwoπolderπworkersπ
(thoseπagedπ50πandπabove)πhaveπaπdependentπchildπinπtheπ
householdπandπoneπinπfiveπofπtheseπworkersπhaveπanπadultπ
childπinπtheπhousehold.”7

ππ Accordingπtoπaπ2010πPewπsurvey,π“oneπchildπinπtenπinπtheπ
UnitedπStatesπlivesπwithπaπgrandparent...Aboutπfour-in-
tenπ(41%)πofπthoseπchildrenπwhoπliveπwithπaπgrandparentπ
(orπgrandparents)πareπalsoπbeingπraisedπprimarilyπbyπthatπ
grandparent.8
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Q:	 Has	older	adults’	involvement	in	caregiving	had	an	impact	on	their	experiences	in	the	workplace?

A:	 Yes.	Many older adults desire to remain in the workforce in order to help provide financial support and/or care for 
parents, children and grandchildren.  However, their caregiving responsibilities may affect their need for flexibility 
in their work schedules.  Some find that they need to arrive late, leave early, and use vacation time for caregiving. 
Some older adults postpone retirement because of financial responsibilities for family members who are dependent 
on their support, while others cut back their hours or leave the workforce earlier than expected because of their 
caregiving responsibilities.

ππ Inπaπ2008πAARPπsurveyπofπolderπadults,π“theπneedπtoπ
supportπfamilyπmembersπwasπaπmajorπreasonπforπworkingπ
forπ53%πofπmenπandπ38%πofπwomen.”4

ππ Accordingπtoπaπ2011πanalysisπofπAmericanπCommunityπ
Surveyπdata,π“moreπthanπone-thirdπ(36%)πofπtheπ915,000π
grandparentsπagesπ60πandπolderπwhoπareπcaringπforπtheirπ
grandchildrenπwereπinπtheπlaborπforceπinπ2010.”9

ππ Inπaπ2009πsurveyπofπ2000πjobπseekersπoverπageπ55,πitπwasπ
reportedπthatπ“22%πprovideπmonetaryπassistanceπtoπchildrenπ
orπotherπrelatives;π16%πcurrentlyπcareπforπtheirπspouses;πandπ
11%πcareπforπtheirπgrandchildren.”10

ππ MoreπthanπhalfπofπyoungerπBabyπBoomersπ(68%)πsaidπtheyπ
haveπ“missedπworkπorπleftπearlyπfromπworkπdueπtoπtheirπ
caregivingπdutiesπinπtheπlastπsixπmonths”,πaccordingπtoπ
aπ2010πsurveyπbyπTheπHartford.π“Halfπofπthoseπworkersπ
saidπtheyπmissedπ8πtoπ16πhoursπofπworkπinπtheπpreviousπ

sixπmonths…moreπthanπthree-quartersπofπBabyπBoomersπ
reportedπtakingπupπtoπ16πhoursπofπpaidπvacationπtimeπ
toπcareπforπanotherπperson…NearlyπhalfπofπyoungπBabyπ
Boomersπsurveyedπ(46.6%)πreportedπfeelingπworriedπaboutπ
howπcaregivingπisπimpactingπtheirπjob.πItπwasπtheirπNo.π1π
concern,πwhileπolderπBabyπBoomers,πwhoπareπ55πandπolder,π
wereπmostπconcernedπaboutπpostponingπretirementπasπaπ
resultπofπtheirπroleπasπcaregiver.”11

ππ Accordingπtoπaπ2006πMetLifeπreportπonπcaregivingπcosts,π
“atπleastπ6πoutπofπ10πemployedπcaregiversπreportedπthatπ
theyπhadπmadeπsomeπwork-relatedπadjustmentsπasπaπresultπ
ofπtheirπcaregivingπresponsibilities.πAnπestimatedπ9%πofπ
theπcaregiversπwhoπwereπemployedπleftπtheπworkplaceπasπ
aπresultπofπtheirπcaregivingπresponsibilities;π3%πtookπearlyπ
retirementπandπ6%πleftπworkπentirely.πAnπadditionalπ10%πofπ
theπemployedπcaregiversπreducedπtheirπhoursπfromπfull-timeπ
toπpart-time.”12
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